Abstract. Through the introduction of the existing problems of texture mapping process for laser machining of 3D surface, the necessity of STL model optimization is described, and re-sampling algorithm of optimization has been roughly divided into the following three steps: re-sampling point calculation, triangular patch re-sampling and mesh vertex deletion. The practicability and feasibility of the approach to re-sample STL model has been verified. The algorithm can make most of STL models optimized and assure the accuracy of texture mapping for laser marking of 3D surface.
Introduction
The innovation of 5-axis CNC laser machining system has been realizing 3D surface of laser machining such as laser marking, laser engraving, laser texturing, laser ablating, laser cutting etc. The geometry path of laser machining is generated by a specified software package called texture mapping, for which a part's 3D surface of STL model is parameterized and mapped in order to transfer a specified 2D texture to a part's 3D surface. However, the users of the software package often encounter the incomplete STL model, which is generated by a commercial 3D modeling software. The troubleshooting of incomplete STL model is to remove or overcome the defects such as triangular mesh distortion, void, degeneration, loss, or too much narrow and flat triangular mesh. Such defects are the root causes of incorrect topology of STL model [1] [2] , and make the fail of parameterization of triangular mesh of texture mapping. Figure 1 shows a STL model of 3D surface of mold cavity of a part, in which the defects of triangular mesh distortion, void, loss, degeneration exits and too much narrow and flat triangular mesh can be found, so that the linear breakage and distortion of mapped 3D texture on the cavity surface can be found after mapping a 2D hexagon texture on the cavity surface (as shown in Figure  2 ). Therefore, it is always asked by users to optimize the STL model prior to the texture mapping process. The developed optimization methods of triangular mesh model theoretically rely on delaunay triangular parameterization technology [1] [2] [3] [4] , in which there are two major problems: first, it can easily make numerical instability when the quality of input triangular mesh is poor, since the calculation of parameterization extremely relies on mesh quality; second, it over relies on the uniform Euclidean measure between the vertices of the mesh, the mesh result is difficult to be adaptive, that is, it cannot be properly re-sampled in the complex geometry and prominent features.
At present, the research and application of 3D printing technology is in the ascendant, many references [5] [6] [7] have introduced the optimization method of STL model for 3D printing, but mainly focus on STL solid model instead of face model which texture map needs for laser machining.
Mesh Re-sampling
Re-sampling is one of the key steps of STL model optimization. To keep the feature of original STL model, re-sampling is to fast sprinkle points on original mesh, and make points distribution meets the requirements of model optimization. At first, the re-sampling algorithm is designed to capture the number of re-sampling points on the triangular patches and the model feature lines according to the number of vertices specified by the user, then, the triangular patches and the feature lines are re-sampled on the original mesh. The re-sampling process of optimization of STL model presented in the paper mainly involves three steps: re-sampling point calculation, triangular patch re-sampling and mesh vertex deletion.
Re-sampling Point Calculation
If s d and f d are the density functions of calculation of the triangular patches and the feature lines respectively, both functions reflect the distribution of sampling points on triangular patches and the feature lines respectively. Define s R and f R as the sampling rate of the triangular patches and the feature lines, that is, the sampling points on unit triangular patches and the feature lines. Sampling is isotropic, the triangle after sampling should be equilateral triangle [8] . (2) Vertex points function is described below:
When re-sampling a triangular patch, it is assumed that the initial mesh M is the current triangle T.
After obtaining a random barycentric coordinates (about sampling triangular T), at first it should be determined which triangle t the barycentric coordinates belong to among mesh M, then the point is inserted into the triangle t, the triangle is divided into three division, then delete original triangle t as shown in Figure 4 . Furthermore, the mesh M is triangulated by edge flipping to improve the mesh quality by Delaunay triangulation. Finally, repeat the above process until the number of re-sampling points equal to T S , the number of re-sampling points required for the current triangle T. During the re-sampling process of triangle patches, only a triangle will be divided into three divisions and processed to edge flip topological operations, so the process of mesh re-sampling can maintain numerical stability, would not impact the sampling quality due to poor mesh quality. 
Re-sampling of Feature Line
Different from random sampling in the triangle on patches, re-sample the feature line through the accurate calculation of each position of the sampling points, in a feature line, each sampling points is related with sampling rate f R . Through the calculation of sampling point, the sampling rate f R (sprinkling points on unit density) is easily obtained. It is needed to calculate 1  f R (the density of sampling one point, in the case of even sampling, that is, the lengths between two adjacent points). Each feature line needs to be traversed in sequence, and a point needs to be sampled when the accumulated length is equal to the integer multiple of x can be calculated as below, 2 (in the case of uniform distribution, that is line length). After calculating the new position of x 2 , replace x 1 to x 2 , and repeat above process until the sampling points are equal to the required points of feature line.
Because the sampling point is at the edge of the feature line, the sampling point can be added to the mesh which finished patches sampling as shown in Figure 5 , and it is assumed that the feature line could be kept well during the re-sampling process if triangular mesh edge split is a type of topology operation, so the numerical value can keep stable during the re-sampling process and would not impact sampling result even if poor mesh quality exists.
Mesh Vertex Delete
After re-sampling of input model, a hybrid mesh model which contains both initial model points and sampling points is obtained, and then the mixed mesh model is edge flipped by Delaunay triangulation, so as to improve the quality of hybrid grid as conducive to the subsequent algorithm operation.
The model of fixed-point requirements should be satisfied, so the vertex points of the hybrid model are deleted, and new formed vertex points are the sampling points, those are vertex points required by user. The mesh obtained after deleting the initial vertex points will re-positioned by the Lloyd relaxation algorithm [8] [9] , a robust and efficient vertex deletion algorithm is adopted as shown in Figure 6 , the idea of this algorithm is that when deleting a vertex points in the mesh, the vertex and adjacent triangles will be deleted, and a hole on the mesh is caused. The next step is to complete the hole and ensure the correct mesh topology as following:
The first step of vertex points delete algorithm is vertex point classification, as shown in Figure  7 .According to the topological properties of popular mesh, a mesh can be divided into the following two categories: one is simple vertex, that is a triangle's circle and homeomorphism adjacent to the vertex; another is the boundary vertex point, that is a triangle's half circle and homeomorphism adjacent to the vertex and is positioned in the mesh boundary. According to the connectivity of feature line, the simple vertex can be divided into ordinary feature points and angle points. Ordinary feature points are threshold linking feature points of two feature lines, and the angle between two feature lines is less than the given of valve α; angle points are connecting feature points of more than two feature lines, the angle between two lines are bigger than the given valve α.
Experiment and Conclusion
The introduced above algorithm can directly and quickly sprinkle points on original mesh, and depend on the necessary topological operation rather than any parameterization, so algorithm's robustness is guaranteed, and the original mesh feature is kept well. Meanwhile, to meet user's requirements, a better mesh is obtained by sprinkling points on original mesh, thus, the Lloyd relaxation method can converge rapidly in the iterative process. In the process of re-meshing, the algorithm can guarantee the accurate description of the input mesh because it always records the correspondence between the points on the new mesh and the points on the input mesh for laser marking of 3D surface. Figure 8 is the re-meshing model after optimizing original model as shown in Figure 1 by the algorithm, it can be found that based on keeping the feature of original model, the optimized model has removed most of defects and has been used for texture mapping to obtain better result as shown in Figure 9 in which the linear breakage defect does not exist and the performance of decrease of texture distortion gets improved.
